Abstract: This paper presents a disturbance decoupled fault reconstruction (DDFR) scheme using two sliding mode observers in cascade. Measurable signals from the first observer are found to be the output of a fictitious system that is driven by the fault and disturbances. Then the signals are fed into a second observer which will reconstruct the fault. Sufficient conditions which guarantee DDFR are investigated and presented in terms of the original system matrices, and they are found to be less conservative than if only one single observer is used; therefore DDFR can be achieved for a wider class of systems using two sliding mode observers. A simulation example validates the claims made in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
Fault detection and isolation (FDI) is an important area of research activity. A fault is deemed to occur when the system being monitored is subject to an abnormal condition [2] . The fundamental purpose of an FDI scheme is to generate an alarm when a fault occurs (detection) and also to identify the nature and location of the fault (isolation). A special class of problem within the field of FDI is the problem of fault reconstruction [4, 5, 13] , which not only detects and isolates, but provides an estimate of the fault so that its shape and magnitude can be better understood and more precise corrective action can be taken. However, most fault reconstruction schemes are designed about a model, which usually does not perfectly represent the systemas certain dynamics are either unknown or do not fit exactly into the framework of the model. These dynamics are usually represented as a class of disturbances within the model [11] and could corrupt the reconstruction; producing a nonzero reconstruction when there are no faults, or worse, mask the effect of a fault. Therefore, schemes need to be designed so that the reconstruction is robust to disturbances.
Edwards et al. [13] , and found that it was not necessary to reconstruct the disturbance in order to generate a disturbance decoupled fault reconstruction (DDFR). A counter example was presented in [6] to demonstrate this, but the conditions for disturbance decoupling were not formally investigated. Ng et al. [8, 9] built on the work of [6] and analyzed theconditions that guarantee DDFR using the sliding mode observer [3] . It was also found in [8, 9] that the sliding mode observer can achieve DDFR with weaker conditions compared with the linear observer.
This paper further builds on the work in [8, 9] by using two sliding mode observers in cascade, where measurable signals from the first observer are found to be the output of a fictitious system that is driven by the faults and disturbance, and fed into a second sliding mode observer. The second observer then reconstructs the fault. The conditions that guarantee DDFR are then investigated, and it was found that the conditions are less conservative than those found in [8, 9] , which meant that the scheme proposed in this paper are applicable to a wider class of systems compared to if only one observer was used [8, 9] . In addition, the sufficient conditions arefound to be easily testable in terms of the original system matrices, which means that the user can know Kok Yew Ng and Chee Pin Tan are with the School of Engineering, Monash University, Jalan Lagoon Selatan, 46150 Malaysia (e-mails: {ng.kok.yew, tan.chee.pin}@eng.monash.edu.my).
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immediately from the outset whether the scheme proposed in this paper can achieve DDFR or not. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the problem statement, presents previous work as the basis of the work in this paper and states the main result; Section 3 presents the 2-observer DDFR scheme in this paper; Section 4 investigates thesufficient conditions in terms of the original system matrices; Section 5 presents a numerical example to validate the scheme and Section 6 concludes the paper.
PRELIMENARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider the following system
where n x ∈ » are the states, (1)- (2) and the real plant. Without loss of generality assume that
[ ]
The objective is to generate a reconstruction of f that is not affected by . 
where 2 M can be further partitioned to be
where 2 C , o M , 11 Q and 22 Q are square and invertible. Proof: The proof is taken from [8, 9] and is available in Appendix A.
In the coordinates of (3)- (4), further partition A to be
where are matrices with p columns that play no role in the following analysis. Then further partition A in (7) 
where 11 A * , 14 A * are square matrices.
In [8, 9] , it is possible to generate a reconstruction of f that is independent of ξ (and achieve DDFR) using a sliding mode observer [3] if the following conditions are satisfied A1.
( )
A M Q C , , is minimum phase A2. 
Previous work
A sliding mode observer [3] for the system (1)-(2) of the form
where ˆn x ∈ » is the estimate of the state x and ŷ e y y = − is the output estimation error. The term ν is a nonlinear discontinuous term defined by 
